Dust Storm

A sudden dust storm hits your colony, and your buildings get knocked down. LARP out how your team handles this and use the next day to rebuild.

Biohazard

Sickness hits your colony. Everyone gets sick for one day. LARP how you will handle this. Use the med-kits to heal your most valuable players. Trade to receive more. Anyone who cannot be healed must do the hokey pokey and report to the world market.

Meteors

A meteor shower hits your colony. Lose all your building supplies. Return all building supplies to the World Market. Barter with other colonies or with the market to gain more supplies.

Sickness

Sickness suddenly hits your colony. Your leader becomes ill and must sit out for a day at the World Market to get better.
Thief

A thief from the World Market came into your colony last night, and stole something valuable. Role play how your team finds out the missing supply and use the remaining time to barter with other colonies.

Dust Storm

A sudden dust storm hits your colony, and your buildings get knocked down. LARP out how your team handles this and use the next day to rebuild.

Meteors

A meteor shower hits your colony. Lose all your building supplies. Return all building supplies to the World Market. Barter with other colonies or with the market to gain more supplies.
Solar Flare

A sudden solar flare hits. Your colony is at risk for radiation poisoning. LARP how your colony would handle this situation.

You found an Abandoned Mine!

Your colony has found an abandoned mine full of supplies you need! LARP out finding a mine and come to the World Market for 3 supplies you need the most.

Solar Flare

A sudden solar flare hits. Your colony is at risk for radiation poisoning. LARP how your colony would handle this situation.

EVERYTHING IS ON SALE!

Everything is on sale at the World Market! LARP out a trip to the World Market and stock up on supplies that your colony is low on.
YOU ARE FAVORED BY THE GALAXY

Your colony is favored by the galaxy. LARP out how your colony would act if they knew they have special privileges from the government, but also remember to be kind! If low on supplies, head to the World Market to receive supplies you are low on.

Rewind

You are granted an undo card. Save this card for when you receive bad consequence card. When you do use this card, you must LARP out your colony rewinding the event.

THE MARKET IS LOW ON SUPPLIES

The World Market is low on supplies. Barter with the market leaders for a great deal! If you are too low on supplies to barter, try to barter by entertaining the World Market leaders with a show!
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